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Amid the evacuation of thousands of homes in their area, anti-
abortion enthusiasts in Shreveport, Louisiana were happy to se
the unprecedented �ooding around the state was affecting a lo
clinic.

A post on the Facebook page for the 40 Days for Life campaign 
�ood waters approaching the Bossier City Medical Suite, statin
“The sum of human capability pales in comparison to the powe
God. THIS IS WHY WE PRAY. What the Supreme Court has reop
God has now closed!”

The post referenced the Supreme Court’s order earlier this wee
blocking a state law requiring abortion providers to have “adm
privileges” at a hospital within 30 miles of their facility.
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Defend democracy. Click to invest in courageous progressive
journalism today.

The campaign describes itself as “a compassionate, peaceful
campaign uniting Christians in the Shreveport-Bossier area wit
others in hundreds of cities around the world in prayer to end
abortion.” The pictures, submitted by a man identi�ed as Chris
Davis, can be seen below:

Another anti-abortion group, Louisiana Right to Life, shared th
picture on its own page, calling it an “interesting development
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Report typos and corrections to: corrections@rawstory.com.

post can be seen below:

As the Weather Channel reported, nearly 3,500 homes in Bossi
were evacuated as a result of the �ooding around the area. Gov
Bel Edwards (D) declared a state of emergency for several paris
and dispatched the National Guard to conduct rescues.

The storms that produced �ooding in Louisiana has also hamm
portions of Oklahoma and Arkansas, resulting in the deaths of 
people.

There's a reason over 100,000 people subscribe to Raw Story. Yo
before it breaks just by subscribing, plus you learn something n
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Do you trust Donald Trump
to be honest during
this pandemic ?
VOTE NOW

‘Furious’ Trump threatened to fire CD
official in February for warning about 
coming pandemic: report

Published 1 min ago on April 22, 2020
By Sky Palma

A new report from the Wall Street Journal details how Health and
Human Services Secretary Alex Azar told President Trump as early a
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January 29 that the burgeoning coronavirus outbreak was under
control.

According to the report, sources say that Azar waited for weeks to
brief the president on the threat, "oversold his agency’s progress in
the early days and didn’t coordinate effectively across the health-
care divisions under his purview."CONTINUE READING

 

The golf industry wants a huge bailou
and it would apply to Trump’s courses
report

Published 10 mins ago on April 22, 2020
By Matthew Chapman 

On Wednesday, Vice reported that a golf advocacy group known as
We Are Golf is seeking a massive bailout from Congress — and that
what they are asking for would also apply to golf courses owned by
the Trump Organization itself.

"An in�uential golf political advocacy group with ties to Trump’s
company has reached out to members of Congress with a proposal t
make federal coronavirus rescue loans more widely accessible to the
golf world, including a change that could enable Trump’s company t
borrow millions if accepted," reported Greg Walters.

CONTINUE READING
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‘That’s really ignorant’: Anderson Coo
destroys Las Vegas mayor as she argu
reopen casinos

Published 25 mins ago on April 22, 2020
By David Edwards

Las Vegas Mayor Carolyn Goodman on Wednesday struggled in a
CNN interview to defend her desire to immediately reopen casinos.

During the interview, CNN host Anderson Cooper seemed mysti�ed
by the push to reopen the Las Vegas strip without the necessary
measures to mitigate the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.

At one point, Goodman disagreed with a study which found that on
person at a restaurant in China infected at least nine other people
who were eating nearby. CONTINUE READING
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